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Dielectric response in dilute lyotropic lamellar and sponge phases of a nonionic surfactant
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We study the dielectric response in lyotropic lamellar and sponge phases made up of a binary mixture of a
nonionic surfactant and water. A single relaxation is observed in both phases within the measured frequency
range of 10–107 Hz. This relaxation originates from the obstruction of electric current by insulating mem-
branes. In the sponge phase, it depends on surfactant concentration and conductivity of solvent. The observed
dependence is well-described quantitatively by the equivalent electric circuit of the sponge structure, including
the effect of accumulation of ions at the interface between water and membrane. In the lamellar phase, there is
little dependence of dielectric relaxation on surfactant concentration. This is presumably due to the fact that
submicrometer-sized defects play a more important role in the electrical property in this phase than the lamellar
structure in smaller length scales does. Our results offer some basic information to study more complicated
systems composed of charged membranes in aqueous solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are various kinds of structures made up of sur
tant bilayers in solution@1#. One of these is vesicle phas
where a bilayer forms a sphere enclosing solvent. Anot
one is lamellarLa phase, which is a lyotropic smectic liqui
crystalline phase composed of a stack of bilayers and
vents. Observations by electron microscope or conducti
measurements@2,3# suggest thatLa phase can be divided
into subregions by their defect structure. The appearanc
these subregions ofLa phase depends on the temperature a
the concentration of cosurfactants. Since bilayers beco
more and more perforated, in general, as temperature or
centration of cosurfactants decreases, well-aligned lame
appears only at higher temperatures or higher concentra
of cosurfactants inLa phase. By further increasing temper
ture or adding cosurfactants, the well-alignedLa phase turns
into the isotropic phase made up of bilayers called spongeL3
phase. In this phase, the bilayers form multiconnected
spongelike structure, where membranes divide the space
two and the volume occupied by hydrophobic tail is larg
than that inLa phase. This bicontinuous structure has be
confirmed by the small-angle neutron scattering~SANS!
@4–6#, and direct observations by the freeze fracture elect
microscope@2,3,7,8#. Although the sponge phase is an is
tropic phase, a certain characteristic length is observed in
SANS spectra. This length corresponds approximately to
size of a sponge cellj that is estimated asj53d/2f at the
level of random mixing approximation@9#, wheref is the
volume fraction of surfactant andd is the membrane thick
ness. Therefore,j is a little bit longer than the repeat dis
tance of membranes,d(5d/f), in La phase.

Streyet al. reported that these phases can also be ide
fied by dc conductivitysdc, since the insulating membrane
obstruct electric current@6#. They divided the origin of the
reduction of dc conductivity into two. One is the trivial de
crease of the concentration of low molecular ions due to
addition of insulating units, and the other is the obstruct
caused by structured aggregates. The ratio of the reduce
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conductivity s85sdc/(12f) to the conductivity of pure
brine s0, which is usually called obstruction factor, dis
tinctly reflects the structure of aggregates in surfactant s
tion. The reported value of the obstruction factor inL3 phase
is about 0.6–0.7@6,10,11#, which suggests the topologica
similarity of the structure of disorderedL3 phase to that of
regular bicontinuous cubic phase whose obstruction facto
about 2/3@12#. It has also been reported that the obstruct
factor in lamellar phase is usually larger than that inL3 phase
@3,6#.

The measurement of dc conductivity is expected to g
information on a characteristic structure of surfactant bilye
while dynamic process of charge transfer can be studied
the dielectric spectroscopy. For example, inLa phase of
charged lipids, dispersive relaxation probably due to inhom
geneity in a sample has been frequently observed@13,14#.
Even in the sponge phase of charged membranes, e
mously large bimodal relaxations have been observed
cently @10,11#. Cateset al. associated the high frequenc
mode with behavior on the scale of a single pore of
sponge, and the lower-frequency one with fluctuation in
in ~out! order parameter that is the difference in the volum
fraction of the two subspaces divided by membranes@15#.

Dielectric response in a solution composed of charg
membranes is important also from the biological point
view, since it is expected to give rich information on th
processes, such as charge transfer or ion diffusion betw
and across biological membranes. But they have not yet b
adequately addressed because complicated problems, in
ing electrokinetic phenomena at surfaces of charged m
branes and charge transfer in complex or inhomogene
structures, must be handled simultaneously. In fact, it is s
gested in Ref.@15# that the basic study of a simpler syste
composed of nonionic surfactants may give some impor
information to understand more complicated systems co
posed of charged membranes.

In this study, we measured dielectric response of a dil
aqueous solution of a nonionic surfactant, pentaethylene
col monododecylether (C12E5), in order to reduce the diffi-
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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culties mentioned above. A recent research@6# has revealed
the phase diagrams and structures in each phase of our
tem, andL3 and La phases are found to be stable even
very low concentration. Even in this rather simple system,
dynamic electrical properties have not been fully studied y
For example, there may be two possible explanations for
hindrance mechanism of electrical current inL3 and La
phases. One is the so-called Maxwell-Wagner relaxat
which is caused by the inhomogeneity of electrical proper
in a sample@13,14#. The other is the polarization induced b
diffusion of low molecular ions@16,17# confined between
membranes.

To distinguish between these mechanisms, we meas
the dielectric response by changing the surfactant conce
tion and conductivity of a solvent. In bothL3 andLa phases,
only a single relaxation was observed in the frequency sp
trum from ranging from 10 Hz to 107 Hz. The relationship
between the structures in these phases and their diele
responses is quantitatively discussed by their equivalent e
tric circuits. It is also found that the fluctuation of ionic co
centration in aqueous phase plays an important role in
electrical property of our system, especially at low ion
strength.

II. EXPERIMENT

C12E5 ~Wako! was diluted with aqueous solution o
0–0.02 wt % NaCl without further purification. The thick
ness of membraned of this sample determined by the sma
angle x-ray scattering is about 3 nm@18#. The volume frac-
tion f of C12E5 was varied from 1% to 5%. The dielectri
response was repeatedly measured with temperature dec
ing in a step of 0.3°C from the region aboveL3 phase to
belowLa phase. The schematic of the experimental confi
ration is shown in Fig. 1. The solution was stirred slowly
avoid macroscopic inhomogeneity and to prevent remain
quasiequilibrium for a long time. Without stirring, exper
mental results are not reproducible and no clear chang
dielectric response can be observed at the transition p
from L3 to La phase. Samples were left for 2 min befo
measurement to attain equilibrium after the temperatur

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup.
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stabilized@19#. The complex impedanceZs* of the sample in
a temperature-controlled cylindrical cell was measured b
LF impedance analyzer~HP4192A! in the frequency range
from 10 Hz to 13 MHz. The parallel plate electrodes set
the cylindrical cell are made up of platinum coated w
platinum black. The areaS0 and the distanced0 between
them are respectively, 4.5 cm2 and 5 mm. The cell constan
of the parallel plate electrodes was determined by measu
the capacitance of several liquids with known dielectric co
stant as 8.9 m21, and it is confirmed every time by usin
pure distilled water just before starting the measureme
Since the salt concentration is low compared to the previ
experiments@6,10#, contact resistance does not matter a
electrode polarization is much smaller in this study. T
measured impedanceZs* was analyzed by regarding th
sample as a parallel circuit of frequency dependent cap
tanceCs(v) and conductanceGs(v), wherev stands for
frequency.

III. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DIELECTRIC
SPECTRUM IN L 3 AND L a PHASES

In Fig. 2, we show the temperature dependence of
quency spectrum of relative permittivity and conductivity f

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of frequency spectrum o~a!
relative permittivity and~b! conductivity obtained for a sample with
f55%.
5-2
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DIELECTRIC RESPONSE IN DILUTE LYOTROPIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061505 ~2003!
the sample atf55% in a three-dimensional plot. BothL3
and La phases are clearly identified by the appearance
relaxation in these spectra. There is only one relaxation
the frequency spectrum at all temperatures inL3 and La
phases except the electrode polarization at low frequenc
These spectra are found to be well-fitted with the Cole-C
type spectrum@20# given by

«* ~v!5
d0

S0
H Cs~v!1

Gs~v!

iv J
5«`1

D«

11~ ivt!b 1
sdc

iv
1

d

~ iv!g , ~1!

where«` is the permittivity at high frequencies,D« is the
dielectric increment,t is the relaxation time, andsdc is the
dc conductivity. The exponentb denotes the broadness
relaxation and the last term in Eq.~1! denotes the electrod
polarization, where the theoretically predicted value ofg is
1.5 @21#. Figure 3 shows the spectrum of permittivity an
conductivity atf55% in La phase (63.7 °C). The solid lin
is the best-fitted curve of Eq.~1!. The best-fitted parameter
are, respectively, D«/«05320, «` /«0548.3, t52.26
31027 s, sdc59.5731023 S/m, b50.845,g51.38, andd
56.4131025. Since these parameters are necessary and
ficient to characterize the observed spectrum as explic
shown in Fig. 3, they are insensitive to simultaneous va
tion in fitting so that the errors associated with the fits
small.

Temperature dependence of the obtained parameterssdc,
t, and D« are shown in Fig. 4. As mentioned before,sdc
sensitively reflects the obstruction of electric current by
sulating membranes in a solution. In this study, the cond
tivity of solvent s0 is roughly determined as the dotted lin
in Fig. 4, which is drawn by interpolating the data ofsdc at
46 °C and 76 °C where obstruction seems to be very sm
The value ofs0 determined in such a way includes the co
tribution from impurity ions such as carbonate ions whi
are not negligible at the low ionic concentrations. The o
struction factor between 67.0 °C and 68.8 °C is about 2/3
that this region is identified asL3 phase. The factor is smalle
at lower temperatures corresponding toLa phase. The phas

FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of the relative permittivity a
conductivity forf55% at 63.7 °C (La phase!. The solid line is the
best-fitted curve with Eq.~1!.
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diagram of C12E5-water system identified from its dielectri
response roughly agrees with the reported one@6# except the
lower limit temperature ofLa phase, which is 55 °C in Ref
@6#. In the low-temperature region ofLa phase, experimenta
reproducibility is not sufficient and relaxation spectra tend
broaden. These observations indicate that it takes longer
to reach the equilibrium in the low-temperature region.

As shown in Fig. 4, the obtained relaxation parameters
almost constant inL3 phase. On the other hand, the dielect
response inLa phase largely depends on temperature. InLa
phase,t andD« are larger andsdc is smaller than those in
L3 phase, but these become closer to those inL3 phase as
temperature decreases. The observed temperature de
dence is usually explained by the perforation of membra
at lower temperatures. The change of morphology inLa
phase is frequently observed by an electron microsco
Some researchers have dividedLa phase into three region
La2h , La2 l , andLa2hl @2,3#. Relatively well-aligned lamel-
las are observed only at the upper lamellar phase (La2h).

d

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the best-fitted paramete
Eq. ~1! for f55%. ~a! dc conductivitysdc, ~b! relaxation timet,
and ~c! relative increment of permittivityD«/«0, where «0 is
vacuum permittivity.
5-3
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The lower lamellar phase (La2 l) is composed of perforate
vesicles and broken fragments of membranes, andLa2hl is
the mesophase of these two. In this study, we also divideLa
phase into three regions for convenience as shown in Fi
according to the value ofsdc. However, it should be noted
that these subscripts are assigned only for convenience
we cannot assert that there should be actual phase trans
by our measurements.

IV. DIELECTRIC RESPONSE IN L 3 PHASE

The dependence of static permittivity«(0)[«`1D« and
of product ofsdc and t in L3 phase on surfactant volum
fraction f are, respectively, shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!.
The relations«(0)}1/f andsdct}1/f, seem to be satisfied
and they are quite different from the relationsD«}sdc /f

2

and t}1/f2, expected for the polarization induced by th
diffusion of low molecular ions between membranes w
separationd}1/f. The observed dependence suggests
the dielectric relaxation inL3 phase is the Maxwell-Wagne
type. The Maxwell-Wagner effect is sometimes described
an equivalent electrical circuit composed of a registerR and
a capacitorC. In this study, the origin of respective parts
the equivalent circuit are distinctly identified. The insulati
membrane can be regarded as a capacitor with capacit
C2, and aqueous solvent can be regarded as a parallel ci
of a register 1/G1 and a capacitorC1. Since the large fluc-
tuation inL3 phase is completely frozen at the observed

FIG. 5. Concentrationf dependence of~a! «(0)/«0 and ~b!
tsdc. Rough relationships between«(0)}1/f and t}1/fsdc are
observed approximately. Solid lines are drawn by Eq.~4! using the
measured permittivity of pure C12E5. The difference of the data
points at the same volume fraction is its dc conductivitysdc. Dot-
ted lines show the maximum values predicted for the high salt c
centration.
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laxation frequency, the average structure of a unit cell ofL3
phase is electrically the same as that of cubic phase.
cubic phase is simply modeled as shown in Fig. 6~a!, and its
unit cell and its equivalent circuit are, respectively, shown
Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!. The complex impedanceZ* or capaci-
tanceC* of this equivalent circuit is calculated as

Z* 5
iv~3C114C2!13G1

~ ivC11G1!$ iv~C112C2!1G1%
5

1

ivC*
. ~2!

By substitutingC15«wS/j, G15swS/j, C25«mS/2d (S is
cross sectional area of the unit cell!, andj53d/2f into Eq.
~2!, the complex permittivity«* in L3 phase is written as

«* 5
«w~3«m12«wf!

3~«m1«wf!

1
«m

2

3~«m1«wf!f

1

11 iv~«m1«wf!/fsw
2

2isw

3v
,

~3!

where«m and«w are the permittivities of bilayer membran
and solvent respectively. By comparing Eq.~1! with Eq. ~3!,
we have

«~0![«`1D«5
2«w

3
1

«m

3f
, sdct5

2«w

3
1

2«m

3f
. ~4!

The solid lines in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! are drawn by using the
measured value of«m /«056.5 and reported value o
«w /«0565 ~at 65 °C), and they agree approximately wi
the experimental data. However, this model is too simplifi
to explain the conductivity dependence of«(0)/«0 andtsdc
shown by the arrows in Fig. 5.

An applied electric field causes gradient in ionic conce
tration within a thin water layer adjacent to a membran
Since back current induced by accumulation and exclus
of ions in this region cancels the total ionic flow, this th
layer acts as an insulator. The thickness of this layer is e

n-

FIG. 6. ~a! Cubic phase described by a cell model. The unit c
of this model~b! is almost the same as that ofL3 phase due to its
topological similarity betweenL3 and cubic phase.~c! The equiva-
lent electric circuit ofL3 phase.
5-4
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FIG. 7. dc conductivitysdc de-
pendence of~a! «(0)/«0 and ~b!
tsdc at f52% and 5%. Solid
lines in ~a! are the best-fitted
curves with Eq.~6!. Solid lines in
~b! are the calculated curves b
using the fitting parameters ob
tained from~a! and Eq.~7!.
f
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o
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mated at the Debye lengthk21 and the total capacitance o
the membrane, including the contribution from this thin w
ter layer, is given by the series connection of two capacit
asC25(2d/«mS12/«wkS)21. More strictly, such an inter-
facial effect of ionic flow near the blocking surface is tak
into account as an excess impedance connected with th
pacitance of membrane in series. If the composition of
lence of electrolytes is symmetric, the excess impedanceZex
is written as@21–23#
d

-

06150
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Zex5
2bDiktanh~jAk21 iv/Di /2!

ivSsw~11 iv«w /sw!A11 iv/Dik
2

. ~5!

Here, the parameterb is a constant of the order of unity
which will be determined afterwards, andDi is the diffusion
constant of low molecular ions. By replacingC2 in Eq. ~2!
with (1/C21 ivZex)

21, we obtain
«* ~v!52
A$«wkd~A/sw!1.5~3i«mv12fA!12b«mfA tanh@~3dk/4f!AA/sw#%

3v$«wkd~2 iAf1«mv!~A/sw!1.52 ib«mfA tanh@~3dk/4f!AA/sw#%
, ~6!
s
ed
where we used the relationDik
2;sw /«w and A[sw

1 iv«w . From this equation, we obtain

«~0!5
2«w

3
1

«w«md

3f@«w~d1b«m /k!tanh~3kd/4f!#
, ~7!

and relaxation timet is estimated as

t;
D«

Ds
5

«w~«m1«wf!@kd2bf tanh~3kd/4f!#

swf@«wkd1b«mtanh~3kd/4f!#
, ~8!

whereDs is the increment of conductivity. It is to be note
that D« becomes zero in the case ofkj'(kd/f)!1 ~there
is no Maxwell-Wagner relaxation!, since the water phase to
tally acts as an insulator. In this case, we can determineb as
4/3 by Eq. ~8!. In the opposite case ofkj@1, where
tanh(3kd/4f);1, we have

«~0!5
2«w

3
1

«w«md

3f~«wd1b«m /k!
,

t5
D«

Ds
5

«w~«m1«wf!~kd2bf!

swf~«wkd1b«m!
. ~9!

The dependence of«(0) andtsdc on dc conductivitysdc at
f52% andf55% are, respectively shown in Figs. 7~a!
and 7~b!. The solid lines in Fig. 7~a! are the best-fitted curve
with Eq. ~7!. For a fitting procedure, we used the report
value of «w /«0565 and the linear relation betweenk and
Asw as k5aAsw , and obtained a56.6(60.2)
5-5
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3108(S m)21/2, «m /«0514(60.3) for f52% and a
54.3(60.4)3108(S m)21/2, «m /«0513(61) for f55%.
Dotted lines in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! are maximum values in
the case ofkj@1 drawn with Eq.~9!

Since typical value ofDi is about 1;331029 m2 /s for
the most kinds of low molecular ions, the obtained value
a is consistent with the theoretically estimated value ofa
51/A«wDi50.7;1.33109(S m)21/2. On the other hand
«m /«0513–14 is larger than«m /«056.5 for pure C12E5.
This increase of«m /«056.5 is probably due to the orienta
tion of surfactant molecules in bilayers.

Solid lines in Fig. 7~b! are drawn by using Eq.~8! with
the best-fitted parameters obtained for Fig. 7~a! and agree
approximately with data. There are two reasons for the
viation at low ionic strength and high surfactant concent
tions where the influence of ionic perturbation is crucial. O
possible reason is that the distribution of ions assume
slightly different from that in real system. The other reason
that we estimate the relaxation time in Eq.~8! from the ratio
of the increment of permittivity to conductivity. Thus, th
discrepancy becomes obvious when the neighboring insu
ing layers withk21 overlap one another.

Now we can explain the reasons why the induced po
ization of ions dissolved in the solvent is not observed in
system. As shown in Eq.~4!, the characteristic frequency o
the Maxwell-Wagner relaxation is estimated assw /«w
;Dik

2. On the other hand, the characteristic frequency
the induced polarization is estimated asDi /j2. Therefore,
when the Debye lengthk21 is smaller than the inter
membrane distancej, the electric field applied to solven

FIG. 8. Dielectric parameters«(0)/«0 andt in the higher tem-
perature region of lamellar phaseLa2h plotted against the dc con
ductivity of sponge phasesdc (L3). There are little dependences o
surfactant concentrationf distinguished by the different markers
Solid lines in~a! and ~b! are the best-fitted curves with Eq.~18!.
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between membranes considerably decreases at the freq
cies below the Maxwell-Wagner relaxation and there mig
be no induced polarization. In the opposite case (k21.j),
there are no free ionic carriers in the solvent that acts as
insulator. In this situation, no induced polarization aris
again.

Recently, Vincheset al. reported two relaxation modes i
dielectric response ofL3 phase composed of charged mem
branes under very high salt concentration@10#. The observed
high frequency mode was associated with the Maxw
Wagner effect in Ref.@15#, where the electrical double laye
surrounding the charged membrane was regarded as a
component of the capacitance in series with the conducta
of solvent. On the other hand, Vincheset al. reported that«`

~permittivity at 15 MHz! is much larger than that of solven
and«` is scaled as«`;1/f. The relaxation frequency of the
corresponding Maxwell-Wagner effect becomes proba
much higher than 15 MHz in their sample due to the e
tremely high concentration of added salt. Therefore, lo
electric field is almost parallel to the membranes below
frequency of the Maxwell-Wagner relaxation, and the tra
port of ions parallel to membrane may contribute to the
ported giant relaxation modes.

V. DIELECTRIC RESPONSE IN L a PHASE

To begin with, we discuss dielectric response in theLa2h
region where we can obtain reproducible data. Althoug
relaxation process inLa phase is also expected to be th
Maxwell-Wagner type, the observed behavior of relaxat

FIG. 9. ~a! Schematic of lamellar phase composed of the per
rated lamellar and vesiclelike region and~b! the unit cell supported
by dielectric response.
5-6
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parameters in theLa2h region is quite different from that in
L3 phase. There is little dependence onf and all parameters
mainly depend only on the conductivity of solventsw ,
which is related to the dc conductivity ofL3 phase as 2/3sw ,
as shown in Fig. 8. Such an independent nature onf cannot
be explained by an equivalent electric circuit to a perio
stacking of bilayers and solvents.

Since lamellar in our sample cell is not macroscopica
oriented, there must be defects in a scale larger than
intermembrane distance. In fact, the vesiclelike structure
folded lamellar surrounded by perforated lamellar is f
quently observed in freeze fracture electron microgra
@2,3#. These structures are electrically so inhomogeneous
there should be some regions where electric current ha
enter and other regions where the current can flow~presum-
ably composed of perforated lamellar!. Although the theoret-
ical spectrum of dielectric response is already proposed
the concentrated vesicle dispersion@24#, we use a simpler
model to discuss the experimental results semiquantitativ
Since the outermost membranes of vesiclelike insulating
gion mainly hinders the electric current, we can assume
its inside is composed of perforated lamellar and is partia
conductive. In this case, a unit cell for dielectric response
given as shown in Fig. 9~b!. The size of a unit cell is no
governed by the intermembrane distanced, but is determined
by the effective size of the vesiclelike or folded structurel.
The dielectric response of an equivalent circuit to this u
cell is given as
ce

m
th

le
m
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«* ~v!5
«p$ l«m1~12p!d«p%

l«m1d«p
1

~12p!sp

iv

1
l 2p«m

2 sp

~ l«m1d«p!$dsp1 iv~ l«m1d«p!%
, ~10!

where «p and sp are the permittivity and conductivity o
perforated lamellar, respectively, andp is the effective ratio
of the vesiclelike region.

Electric displacementD in the smectic phase is locall
written asD5«̃pE5« iEi1«_'E' , whereE' and Ei de-
note the components of the electric fieldE normal and par-
allel to the membrane, respectively, and«' , « i are simply
written as

«'5
d«m~sw1 iv«w!

swd1 iv~d«m1d«w!
, « i5«w1

sw

iv
. ~11!

The angle-averaged permittivity«̄ of perforated lamellar,
where membranes are fragmented and not macroscopi
oriented, is simply given by«̄5 1

3 («'12« i) . It should be
noted that«̄ will give the same expression as Eq.~3! ob-
tained for L3 phase. Therefore, Eq.~3! is available to the
complex permittivity of perforated lamellar«p* 5«p

1sp / iv. However, the real part of«p* is not so important in
Eq. ~10!, except in the case ofp!1, because of the relation
l @d. Therefore, we approximate«p of insulating region to
«w . Finally, the dielectric response of the equivalent circ
to this unit cell, including the effect of ionic flow, is given a
«* ~v!5
«wkAA/sw@pl«mBv2 i ~12p!CD#22i ~12p!«mswC

v~2«msw1k«wDAA/sw!
, ~12!
-

e
-

where A5sw1 i«wv, B5sp1 i«wv, C5sp1 i«pv, and
D5dB1 iv l«m . In Eq. ~12!, the same excess impedan
as that in Eq.~5! is used except for exchangingj with l,
since the thin perturbation layer is almost always co
posed of aqueous phase, and it is assumed
tanh(lkA11 iv«w /sw/2);1.

Equation ~12! is also approximated by the Cole-Co
function if the plausible value is substituted into each para
eter. When it is approximated as«p(`);«w and sp(`)
;sw , we have

«~0!5~12p!«p~0!1
p«m«wk l

3«m1«wkd
, ~13!

Ds5
1

3
~12p!sw1

l 2«m
2 psw

~ l«m1d«w!2 , ~14!

D«5~12p!@«p~0!2«w#2
l«m«wp

l«m1d«w
1

l«m«wkp

3«m1«wkd
,

~15!
-
at

-

sdc5~12p!sp~0!5 2
3 ~12p!sw , ~16!

t;
D«

Ds
. ~17!

In the case ofl @k21,d, Eqs.~13! and~17! are rewritten
as

«~0!;
p«m«wk l

3«m1«wkd
, t;

3p«m«wk l

~112p!sw~3«m1«wkd!
.

~18!

As shown in Eq.~16!, p is directly obtained from the mea
sured dc conductivity inLa phase and fromsw , which can
be estimated from the dc conductivity inL3 phase,sdc (L3),
assw53sdc(L3)/2. In Fig. 10,p in theLa2h region is plot-
ted againstsdc (L3). The ratiop in the La2h does not show
clear dependence onf. It is also expected that the effectiv
size of insulating regionl is mainly determined by the prop
5-7
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erty of a single membrane. Probably, the independent na
of these values onf makes dielectric response in theLa2h
region insensitive to f. The approximate relationp
50.12 ln(sdc)11.0 is experimentally found as shown by
solid line in Fig. 10. By using this relation, the relaxatio
time t and static relative permittivity«(0) in the La2h re-
gion are, respectively, fitted with Eq.~18! as shown by the
solid line in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. In the fitting procedure, we
used the previously obtained value of«m /«0;13.5 and the
reported value of«w /«0;65. The best-fitted values of pa
rameters area5k/Asw51.2(60.3)3109 (S m)21/2 and l
53.6(60.5)31027 m for the data shown in Fig. 8~a! and
a55.8(62.4)3108 (S m)21/2 and l 58.6(62.4)31027 m
for Fig. 8~b!. Although Eq. ~18! succeeds to explain th
qualitative dependence of relaxation parameters onsdc, it
may be too simplistic for quantitative discussion especia
in the case of low ionic concentrations.

Therefore, we directly fitted the measured relaxation ti
t and the static relative permittivity in theLa2h region with
Eqs.~17! and ~13! respectively. In the fitting procedure, th
measured values of the static permittivity and the dc cond
tivity in L3 phase are used for«p(0) and 2sw/3. The discrete
values shown as circles in Fig. 10 are used forp. The best-
fitted values of parameters are a55.2(62.2)
3108 (S m)21/2 and l 54.8(61.2)31027 m for «(0), and
a58.3(63.7)3108 (S m)21/2 and l 56.6(62.1)31027 m
for t, which roughly agree with each other and verify o
analysis. In Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, the comparison betwee
experimental data and theory are shown by thesdc (L3)
dependence of the values given on the left-hand side of
following equations, which are rewrites of Eqs.~14!
and ~17!,

«~0!2~12p!«p~0!

p
5

«m«wk l

3«m1«wkd
, ~19!

tH ~12p!

3p
1

«m
2 l 2

~«ml 1«wd!2J 2
~12p!~«p~0!2«w!

psw

5
«m«wl

sw
H k

3«m1«wkd
2

1

«ml 1«wdJ . ~20!

FIG. 10. Effective ratio of the insulating regionp plotted against
sdc (L3). There seems to be little dependence on surfactant con
tration f and the solid line shows an experimentally obtained re
tionship.
06150
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The obtained value ofl is found to be comparable to th
persistence length estimated from the bending moduluskc
51.3kBT @6# of a single membrane asd exp(4pkc/3kBT)
;700 nm.

Equation~12! explains the temperature dependence of
electric response in the lamellar phase by assuming the p
sible behavior ofp and l. The parameterp becomes smaller
as temperature decreases due to the perforation of lamell
fully perforated lamellar (p50) appears in theLa2 l region,
which is the lowest temperature part ofLa phase, the dielec-
tric response in this region is indistinguishable from that
L3 phase as explained before. In fact, the observed spect
theLa2 l region andL3 phase forf55% are quite similar to
each other as shown in Fig. 12.

Temperature dependence ofp determined by 1
2sdc/sdc(L3) for f55% is drawn as a solid line in
Fig. 13.

n-
-

FIG. 11. sdc (L3) dependence of the values given as the le
hand side of Eqs.~19! and~20! in the higher temperature region o
lamellar phaseLa2h . Solid lines are drawn with the right-hand sid
of the respective equations.

FIG. 12. Comparison of dielectric spectrum inL3 phase~solid
line! with that in La phase at the lower limit temperature~dotted
line!.
5-8
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Temperature dependence ofl obtained from Eqs.~13! and
~17! combined with the best-fitted values oft and D«/«0
shown in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! are, respectively, drawn as th
empty squares and empty circles in Fig. 13. In the evalua
process, the previously obtained values ofa55.3
3108 (S m)21/2 and a58.33108 (S m)21/2 are, respec-
tively, used for Eqs.~13! and ~17!. The calculated values
of l both show the similar dependence on temperatu
It seems that effective size of a vesiclelike insulating reg
decreases as the membrane becomes perforated. This c
of structure is usually explained by the packing of surfacta
in a membrane. As the temperature decreases, volume o
pied by the hydrophobic tails of surfactants in a membra
becomes smaller, which causes the negative Gaussian c
ture modulus @25#. Smaller vesiclelike folded structur
may be thus favored at lower temperature region inLa
phase.

FIG. 13. Temperature dependence ofl ~right axis! obtained from
D«/«0 with Eq. ~13! ~squares! and fromt with Eq. ~17! ~circles! in
f55%. The ratiop determined by 12sdc/sdc(L3) is also shown
~left axis!.
.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we measured the dielectric response in l
tropic lamellar and sponge phases made up of a nonio
surfactant and water, and observed a Maxwell-Wagner re
ation influenced by the charge accumulation at the interf
between membrane and water. In the sponge phase, the
pendence of relaxation on both surfactant and ionic conc
trations reflects the characteristic structure of sponge ph
On the other hand, in the lamellar phase, its smectic struc
has little influence on its electrical property, but we fou
micrometer-sized vesiclelike defects and perforation
membranes play more important role in its electrical pro
erty. This makes the dependence of electrical property
surfactant concentration obscure. Our results may give s
basic information for understanding the dynamic electri
properties of other complex systems composed of lipid me
branes. For example, inhomogeneity of structure or ionic
tivity in condensed gel-like lamellar and biological tissu
composed of membranes causes another type of relaxa
~so-calleda dispersion!. Charge transfer and ion diffusio
processes between and across such membranes are als
otal in a variety of biophysical processes. In these rat
slower processes, local electric field strongly influenced
the Maxwell-Wagner effect, which is modified by charg
fluctuation, may play an important role@26#.
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